The Insta-Plug feature can be added to any DG4S*-01**-5* Directional Valve. Insta-Plug feature valves are assigned a PA or PB prefix to the model code. PA indicates the plug is included and PB indicates that both the plug and receptacle are included. Example: PADG4S4-012-5* OR PBDG4S4-012-5*. Insta-Plug conversion kits only are shown on this drawing. Refer to the basic valve parts drawing for other information.

Wiring Note
Connect white wires to “A” solenoid and black wires to “B” solenoid.

Note
All views shown are from diagram plate side of valve.
For satisfactory service life of these components, use full flow filtration to provide fluid which meets ISO cleanliness code 18/15 or cleaner. Selections from Eaton OFP, OFR and OFRS filter series are recommended.